
CONCRETE FINISHES
SINKS AND COUNTERTOPS  IN CLASSIC CONCRETE
Diamond sanded, air holes filled, and sealed with penetrative sealer;  will naturally patina over time and needs to be 
maintained & resealed periodically. Great finish  FOR  bathroom sinks, countertops, and tubs.

SINKS AND COUNTERTOPS  IN STAINLESS NUCRETE™

Diamond sanded, air holes filled, and sealed with a trademarked proprietary formula and process that will not patina/
stain or etch and does not require resealing. NuCrete™ is a standard finish for kitchen counters and high traffic 
restroom sinks.  Stainless NuCrete™ is not available for outdoor applications or for floor tiles/pavers, Fireplace 
Surrounds, or Tubs.

METALCRETE™

MetalCrete™ is a fundamentally new surface, and it’s very exciting. We permanently embed metal powders into solid 
concrete. This is the real thing: real Copper, Iron, Bronze, and Pewter. Those are all soft metals, and as such, they will 
age and show wear, so these are living finishes. If you want a surface that gradually takes on the old-world charm of 
a country tavern, there is literally nothing like MetalCrete™.

TILES & PAVERS IN MOLD RELEASE
Mold Release is not sanded, sealed or waxed. As the name implies, tiles are released from the mold, cured and 
shipped.  A Mold Released (matte) finish is lighter in color than the sanded and sealed countertop samples.  No other 
finish work/honing is done, unless available and upon request (tiles are not available in NuCrete).  Tiles are meant to 
be sealed on site according to application. We do not keep tiles in stock. 

FIREPLACE AND HOOD SURROUNDS IN ACID-ETCHED
Acid Etched finish is typically used for fireplace or hood surrounds. Samples are prepared individually as needed. 
We offer light, medium or heavy acid etch. Acid Etch is available in Classic Concrete only and is not recommended 
for kitchen sinks or countertops. Acid Etched gives an “old world feeling” is slightly rough to the touch and shows 
beautiful unique sand particles. We also offer Rustic Acid Etch; air holes not filled giving an even more “rustic look”.

Sample Inventory:
We keep 3x3” color samples on hand. 3x3” samples are $3 each plus shipping. Full sample set of 24 colors are $47 (S&H 
inc.) Please indicate either Classic Concrete or Stainless NuCrete™ when ordering a full set. If a larger sample of either 
Classic or Stainless NuCrete™ is required there is a $30 charge for a 6x6” sample-subject to stock on hand. If we must 
custom cast a specific color sample the charge is $100 for a 6x6” sample (plus shipping). Please call for larger sample 
charges and lead time.

To view samples and/or display, please visit your authorized
Sonoma Cast Stone Dealer or call us directly at 877-283-2400. 

If you are an established dealer of Sonoma Cast Stone’s products, please
contact our Sales or sample department to see what charges may apply.

Thank you for considering Sonoma Cast Stone for your project!
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